
In the window cavities 
Remember when we went to Dover Street Market 
I will have bars and semi opaque plastic 
Water over head high 
Bladder 
Flooding the room 
Remember when I made u piss all over the bedroom floor 
HAha its great 
Some images maybe objects totally obscured behind the water 
Final days of summer 
 
 
The text can be very tangential. I suppose anxiety is pretty present in the work, being overwhelmed or subsumed by 
something. I think even the medical actors you were thinking about would be relevant. 
 
 
 “left the vicinity so toxic with vinyl chloride, ammonia, mercury, naphtha and dioxin that pregnant women were directed to 
seek abortions, and all local women were advised to avoid pregnancy for two years.” 
 
 
no electricity, no hot water, no internet 
just tried to recover but didn't recover -- 
didn't sleep, was woken up. why was it such an appalling disaster 
because i was a psychological ruin to begin with 
felt unwanted 
but i was calm, great, when in paris 
just ruined after arriving in belgium 
confessions of an expat TV addict 
the whole collapse 
now i write what 
when how 
a single page 
but ive got almost no desires 
reading for [REDACTED], writing for [REDACTED], reading for [REDACTED] 
other people like it. though i find it a nuisance 
writing about australia 
and speak perfect german 
without an accent 
blemish 
defect 
i love men with accents 
when you tell your dad to do a magic trick and he disappears forever 
im scared man 
wants nothing to do with you 
 Do you have kids? Do you have plans? Do you have regrets? Women who fail at joy. 
 
 
The fact that Walker dated a 16-year-old, someone who at the time was half his age, doesn’t make his passing any 
less tragic, but it does bring up the question of why it was never really talked about before. 
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